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 T best collecting is a hobby, somewhere at the other

end it is an addictive vice. A good friend of mine, an
avid Wyoming national bank note collector, had to

branch out into other areas because, as he put it, he needed
fixes more often than Wyoming notes came along. If we can't
find something we think we need or want, we seem to have an
uncanny ability to dream up excuses to collect something else.
Well, this piece describes a case in point. It also reveals a bit of
vanity that probably underlies a lot of the psychology of col-
lecting.

Years ago, while rummaging in the attic of the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing Annex Building where old records used
to be stored, I stumbled across a notebook that was kept by a
supervisor or pressman in the serial numbering division. This
fellow faithfully recorded the dates when $1 silver certificate
serial number blocks were started and finished. The record
spanned the entire period from the beginning of the number-
ing of the Series of 1935 AA block on November 19, 1935, to
the beginning of the Series of 1935D ZE block on March 24,
1950. The handwriting through these entries improves over
time but the distinctive shape of the Ds reveals that the entries
were all made by the same employee. He didn't worry about
varieties such as signature changes, Hawaii or North Africa
printings, or experimentals, just the beginning and ending dates
for the blocks.

I quickly found that numbering of the BC block was started
on Tuesday, August 25, and finished on Wednesday, Septem-
ber 30, 1942. Thus the BC block was being numbered on Thurs-
day, August 27, when I was born.

You guessed it, I had to figure out the approximate range of
serial numbers printed on my birthday, and go out and try to
find one! It would be a Series of 1935A.

The Bureau was on a six-day work week at the time so it
took 32 working days to print the 100,000,000 serial num-
bers in the BC block, a rate of 3.125 million per day. This
placed the production on August 27th inclusive of serial num-
bers B06250000C and B09375000C. If I worried that the ma-
jority of the production on August 30 was devoted to the CC
block, which was begun on August 29th, then most of the BC
block would have been produced in 31 days at a rate of about
3.225 million/day. This yielded serials B06450000C through
B09675000C for August 27th.

I would consider the chase satisfied if I could locate a serial
number in the broad range B06250000C through
B09375000C, but consider myself luckier if I could find one
between the more constrained probable range of B06450000C
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and B09375000C. This seemed like a feasible goal, for after all
I was looking for notes representing three percent of the Series
of 1935A BC block which itself is not a rarity. If I saw a ran-
dom sample of 100 of them over the years, I should find about
three notes.

I began this quest about a decade ago, and really got earnest
with it about 1992, when I began to place ads for the broad
serial number range in the Rag Picker, which seemed to be
read by a lot of block collectors. My little ad has run sporadi-
cally ever since but no one ever responded. However, along
the way, my quest caught the attention of my long time friend
John Schwartz of small-size note catalog fame.

John really got intrigued with the concept, and talked to me
at length about it at a show a few years ago. This type of hunt
was just up his alley. He loves anything to do with serial num-
bers and blocks, the more arcane the better, and he possesses a
memory like a trap. After a couple of years, he issued the chal-
lenge that he would be the first to find one! He pointed out
that he was doggedly persistent at this type of hunt. Also he
held the advantage of being in the east where a lot more notes
are available to scan.

His challenge made the chase even better. There is nothing
like having a competitor, especially if that competitor is the
type of guy who is putting his own vanity on the line as part of
the chase! We set the goal early: any note in the right serial
number range in any condition would do the job.

Over the years, I occasionally found notes on either side of
the desired range, and bought those that closed in on my goal.
As of this writing, my little accumulation consists of the fol-
lowing three purchases: B02596300C (CU), B12969882C (AU)
and B13178210C (F). As you can see, I wasn't getting particu-
larly close, and I wasn't making a heck of a lot of progress, but
a good chase is not easy. If you get what you want easily, you
have nothing to live for.

Serial number B00001234C in CU showed up as lot 310 in
the October 26, 1996 St. Louis Show sale conducted by Lyn
Knight. Although numbered on August 25th, and on the wrong
side of B02596300C which I already had, this serial number
was sufficiently attractive that I mailed in an outrageous bid in
order to eliminate any risk of missing it. I wasn't present at the
sale, and was amazed to learn that it went for $198 to a floor
bidder. Well you just can't have them all.

A couple of years ago I stumbled on this note. The block letters are my
initials—I had never even thought of that. Well for a couple of bucks or less,
who could pass it up!
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When I arrived at the 1997 Memphis show last July, one of
the first guys to corner me was Schwartz. He had that special
twinkle in his eye that told me he had a teaser for me. Leading
me on, he produced the B00001234C! "Good grief " I groaned,
"we bid each other through the roof for the darn thing!" His

thelogic was correct, though, in saying he had to run with
bids. He had no idea who the other bidder(s) were and
if he lost it for me, he didn't want to live with
such a failure. Naturally I bought it from
him at his price which included a mod-
est profit that barely covered his inter-
est on the money; the cost to me was
immaterial in this case. Thinking that was
the end of new revelations from John, I
started to wander away.

B08247290C was serial-numbered on my
birthday, 8-27-42. Notice that all those numbers

are even embedded in the serial number. Don't
ask me the significance of the left over 9, it

wasn't the hour I was born, that was 2:50 am.
Schwartz was born in 1939, maybe .. .
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Gleefully he called out and I saw
that the gleam in his eye had actu-
ally intensified. With the electric
excitement that is his special
charm, he produced another $1
silver certificate. Even at a distance of
several feet, I knew he had beaten me to
the real quest! Now beaming, and probing
through questioning to ensure that I had not
found one myself, John laid the note shown here in
my palms. With great braggadocio, he pointed out that
his triumph was CU to boot!

What can I say, when you take on the grand master, some-
times you lose, or do you! John sold me this note—which is
priceless to me—but which would interest no one else in the
world at his cost of $4.

Now what to do? Guess I will look for B06xxxxxxC,
B07xxxxxxC and B09xxxxxxC. I want to live a long time.

--------„,

Traders
The Red River traders have made us their annual visit [by ox
cart from Canada]. The amount of their trade is estimated at
from $30,000 to $40,000 this season. Many of them brought
gold as well as furs, and Bills of Exchange on the Hudson's Bay
Company, London, have frequently been offered for negotia-
tion by them to our Bankers the past week. Should the reports
with regard to gold at Frazer's River prove true, our trade with
the Red River country will increase ten fold in the next two
years.—(St. Paul Daily Minnesotian, July 10, 1858.)

An Early Bank Note
The earliest bank note in the possession of the Bank of Eng-
land is one dated Dec. 19, 1699, for £555. It is printed from
an engraved plate, but it has blanks for the amount, date, num-
ber and signature. Across from it are written memoranda show-
ing that it was repaid in three installments. In appearance it is
not altogether unlike the modern note. It is noticeable par-
ticularly that in the words "For the Govr. and Compa.," the
word "company" is thus abbreviated and not into "comp.,"
which would be in accordance with the usual practice. In the
bank library is another note for £25, which was not presented
for 111 years. Another curiosity, said to be unique, is a note
for no less than £1,000,000, dated 1782. Only four for such
an amount have ever been issued.—Strand Magazine.—(Pierce
County Tribune, Rugby, N. Dak., Dec. 29, 1894.)
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